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ABSTRACT

Roebke, Mark A. Ph.D., Department of Psychology, Human Factors and
Industrial/Organizational Psychology Ph.D. program, Wright State University, 2021. The
effect of careless responding warnings on construct validity.

Careless responding is a problem for survey research that poses threats to both the
reliability and validity of data collected. Warnings against careless responding have
been proposed as a potential solution to reduce this harmful effect. The present study
examines how warnings can reduce careless responding as well as examine how those
warnings may influence the reliability and validity of data collected. Data was collected
in a low stakes online testing format in a way similar to many psychological studies. This
study included informant dyad data from people who knew the participants well to
provide external criteria for analysis. A sample of 231 pairs of partners that knew each
other well was collected. The target participant completed a questionnaire of
approximately 400 items while the informant completed a 34-item survey about the
target. Results indicate that there was no significant reduction in carelessness
measured by multiple indicators as well as no improvements in reliability. Analysis of
validity indicators found only limited support for the hypothesis that warnings would
increase validity. These results may be due to a filter effect caused by methodological
constraints that inadvertently filtered out careless responders before they had a chance
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to fully participate in the study. Future research is needed to examine if warnings to
prevent careless responding may be beneficial in situations where careless respondents
are included in the dataset.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When psychologists want to know something about a person, they ask! To do so
in the most efficient way possible, psychologists have developed surveys that can be
administered to numerous people, with low cost and little difficulty. But with all things
that are cheap and easy, the question that has been asked again and again over the last
100 years is, are these results too good to be true (e.g., Marston, 1917)?
Psychologists have generally accepted the idea that self-report questionnaires
can assess psychological constructs and that the assessment can be used to build a
score that can be interpreted as a representation of personal attributes (McCrae &
Costa, 1996; Wagner-Menghin, 2006). This is convenient for researchers because it
doesn’t require lengthy observation, interviews, or reports from acquaintances which
can be costly, time-consuming, and difficult to acquire. Even if those methods of
examination were available, they may not represent the most valid way to assess
certain constructs, such as internal emotional states.
The validity of self-report assessments has been demonstrated by their
application in occupational settings as personnel selection assessment tools. Decades of
research has demonstrated that constructs measured through self-report personality
assessments are significantly correlated with variables such as task performance,
transformational leadership, and counterproductive work behaviors (e.g., Barrick,
1

Mount, & Judge, 2001; Bono & Judge, 2004; Ones, Viswesvaran, & Schmidt,
1993; Tett, Jackson, & Rothstein, 1991). Despite this, there is also a significant body of
research that questions the validity of these assessments (Guion & Gottier, 1965;
Morgeson et al., 2007). The extent of this doubt is so broad that McGrath, Mitchell,
Kim, and Hough (2010) claim “inaccurate responding may well be the most extensively
studied topic in the field of applied psychological measurement” (p. 450).
When this inaccurate responding is systematic and caused by something other
than responses to the specific item content, it is considered a response bias (Paulhus,
1991). Two of the most frequently researched response biases are socially desirable
responding (also called faking; McIntyre, 2010) and careless responding (also called
insufficient effort responding; McGrath et al., 2010). These theoretically distinct
constructs both represent a form of error that distorts the validity of the psychological
measurement. The difference between the two stems from the effort exhibited by the
participant: with socially desirable responding requiring effort and careless responding
reflecting an absence of effort (Meade & Craig, 2012). While the effortful
misrepresentation of faking is a major concern and threat to validity, it is not the focus
of this paper. The present study is directed toward the issues that careless responding
creates for the accurate measure of constructs evaluated through self-report
assessment. More specifically, this research will examine how warnings and incentives
influence careless responding and the subsequent construct validity of self-report
measures.
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Response Bias
Psychologists have developed several ways of detecting response biases (see
Burns & Christiansen 2011; Meade & Craig, 2012), but these methods raise the question
of what to do with biased data. Trying to make corrections for this bias or delete the
data are the most common solutions applied, lest that data corrupt the validity of the
sample (Ellingson, Sackett, & Hough, 1999; Schmitt & Oswald, 2006). Not only does this
reduce the sample size and potentially decrease the representativeness of the sample, it
also raises the possibility of false positives that are inadvertently removed (Bowling et
al., 2016; McGonangle, Huang, & Walsh, 2016).
Warnings against engaging in response biases have been proposed as a way to
reduce the prevalence of careless responding. The use of warnings has been shown to
change behavior (Fan et al., 2012; Huang, Curran, Keeney, Poposki, & DeShon, 2012), so
their application would be a way to make the most of data collection without the risk of
inaccurate rejection of information. They are also easy to implement through online
assessments without adding cost. The purpose of this paper is to examine how different
warnings against careless responding affect the construct validity of personality
measures.
Careless Responding
Defining Careless Responding
The process of responding carelessly to surveys has been described in several
ways by researchers. Early research on psychiatric patients taking the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) found that some people responded in a
3

“content independent” way, where the responses they were providing were not tied to
the items, or the person’s psychological state (Evans & Dinning, 1983, p. 246). This was
expanded by Nichols, Greene, and Schmolck (1989) with their examination of “content
nonresponsivity” which was characterized by a failure to respond to test item content
for any number of reasons including impaired eyesight, responding in a pattern (e.g.,
True, False, True, False), or guessing. Beach (1989) described people that were not even
reading the items as performing “random responding.” In a similar vein, Berry et al.
(1992) described examinees that were random responding when they provided
“answers without meaningful reference to test questions” (p. 340). Two decades later,
Huang, Curran, Keeney, Poposki, and DeShon (2012) summarized the various
conceptualizations of this phenomenon and called it Insufficient Effort Responding and
defined it as “a response set in which the respondent answers a survey measure with
low or little motivation to comply with survey instructions, correctly interpret item
content, and provide accurate responses” (p. 100). This is the definition I will use for
careless responding going forward because, as Meade and Craig (2012) note, responses
provided by participants are not necessarily random. Despite the disparities in
terminology, the reason for decades worth of research on the topic is the potential
threat to validity that careless responding creates.
Effects of Careless Responding
If people are not responding to survey content in the way that the test
developers intended, then the conclusions drawn from that test would be invalid. This
damage to validity is caused by the psychometric issues that careless responding can
4

create (Meade & Craig, 2012). These measurement error issues are present even if a
careless response happens relatively infrequently (Huang et al., 2012; Huang, Liu, &
Bowling, 2015; Woods, 2006). Beyond just introducing error variance, careless
responding can distort a measure’s internal factor structure and alter the factor loadings
of scales (Schmitt & Stults, 1985; Steedle, Hong, & Cheng, 2019). Careless responding
can also influence the reliability estimates of measures either up or down depending on
the type of scales used (Silber, Danner, & Rammstedt, 2019) or the type of careless
response patterns exhibited (Carden, Camper, & Holtzman, 2018).
These issues then translate into questionable validity with the potential for both
increases or decreases in the relationships between variables. Careless responding can
cause correlations to be strengthened by common method variance (Credé, 2010;
Huang, Liu, & Bowling, 2015) and these stronger relationships have been observed by
Barge and Gehlbach (2012) in participants that had the highest levels of careless
responding. In contrast, McGrath et al. (2010) found a reduction in the strength of
correlations caused by careless responding. Lance, Dawson, Birklebach, and Hoffman
(2010) found that this reduction caused by measurement error was stronger than the
amplifying effects of common method bias. These detrimental effects, taken together,
may make either Type I or Type II errors more likely (Huang et al., 2015). Because of
these validity issues, researchers have developed several techniques to detect the
presence of careless responding.

5

Detecting Careless Responding
Detecting careless responding is a difficult task because the nature of personality
questionnaires results in assessments that do not have a “correct answer” in the same
way that achievement tests do. With no rubric to benchmark against, researchers have
developed inferential methods that serve as an indicator of careless responding. The
following are some brief descriptions of the most common techniques used to detect
careless responding, each of which has been reviewed in detail by several authors (see
Curran, 2016; DeSimone, Harms, & Desimone, 2015).
Response Time. The first method involves the analysis of a participant’s
response time (Meade & Craig, 2012). Because it takes some amount of time to read a
survey question, think of a response, and enter it into the questionnaire, it can be
inferred that participants who respond extremely quickly are either not reading the
question carefully, not coming up with a thoughtful response, or not entering their
response accurately (Huang et al., 2012). Any combination of this inconsideration could
be considered careless responding (Dunn, Heggestad, Shanock, & Theilgard, 2018).
Bowling et al. (2016) and Huang et al. (2012) demonstrated that page time indices had
strong convergence with other careless responding measures.
Consistency Analysis. The next category of detection method is response
consistency analysis (also considered a form of individual reliability). Because it is
reasonable to expect that an attentive person would answer multiple questions
assessing the same construct similarly, consistency analysis examines the degree to
which this is statistically true (Huang et al., 2012). This can be calculated simply by first
6

dividing the items of a scale into two subscales categorized by item number, with odds
going in one subscale and even items in the other (Meade & Craig, 2012). In the case of
the Big Five, that would create an extraversion even scale, an extraversion odd scale, an
openness even scale, an openness odd scale, and so on for each factor. These subscales
can be put into a vector for each person and correlated between even and odds, paired
by factor, to create a consistency score (Curran 2016).
Long Strings. In some cases, careless participants may make their inattention
more obvious by clicking the same response option for repeated questions, regardless
of the item content. The method used to detect this behavior is called “long strings”
and uses statistical software to isolate strings of identical consecutive responses
(Johnson, 2005). Long strings are quantified by recording the maximum number of
times a participant chooses the same response option on a single page. If a participant
chose “strongly disagree” for 10 successive questions then they would receive a 10 for
their long strings score (Meade & Craig, 2012).
Proactive Methods. While the previous detection methods are reactive, it is
possible to be proactive in trying to detect careless responding. Although personality
items themselves do not have a right or wrong answer, it is possible to embed items
within a survey that do have a correct answer. Depending on the level of transparency
that the test developer uses in writing these items, they can be categorized as directed
response questions (very transparent) or infrequency items (less transparent; Curran,
2016). These “screening items” (Edwards, 2019) may overtly direct a participant to
choose a certain response, such as an item that says, “please choose response option 4”
7

(Huang et al., 2012), with participants who fail to choose option 4 flagged as careless. If
the test creator wants to be less transparent, they may create items that are less
obvious to hide the intent of the question from the test taker. An example of one of
these infrequency items is, “I am interested in pursuing a degree in parabanjology”
(Huang et al., 2015); it seems like this could be a serious question but parabanjology is
not an actual thing people could be studying. Participants who endorse an item like this
are therefore categorized as careless.
Self-Identification. Finally, some researchers outright ask participants if they
were careless during their completion of the survey (Baer, Ballenger, Berry, & Wetter,
1997). This gives participants a chance to tell researchers if they were careless during
the completion of a survey. Meade and Craig (2012) employed a participant
engagement scale to see if people would self-identify as being less than diligent and
found that that scale correlated moderately with other detection methods.
While this provides a brief sample of the possible careless responding detection
techniques, describing all possible techniques in detail is beyond the scope of this paper.
For further reading on these methods see Abbey and Meloy (2017), Curran (2016),
DeSimone et al. (2015), and Edwards (2019). A subset of these techniques will be used
in this study and are further detailed in the methods section. Through the use of the
practices described above, researchers have tried to estimate the prevalence of careless
responding.
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Prevalence of Careless Responding
Although there is little doubt that careless responding is happening, determining
the exact frequency that it occurs is a point of contention in the literature. One major
source of this disagreement stems from the fact that not all detection methods measure
the same thing or catch the same type of careless responding (Meade & Craig, 2012).
The other issue is determining at what level of inattention a participant becomes
“careless.” This has led to a range of estimates of the prevalence of careless
responding. Some researchers suggest careless responding is a relatively rare
occurrence, such as Johnson (2005), who found that careless responding occurred less
than 1% of the time in a sample of people taking the California Personality Inventory
(CPI; Gough & Bradley, 1996). At the higher end, Burns, Christiansen, Morris, Periard,
and Coaster (2014) threw out 31% of their sample for failing attention checks. This
range can be partially explained by the threshold for carelessness that researchers use.
Ward, Meade, Allred, Pappalardo, and Stoughton (2017) found that 23% of respondents
failed at least one directed response item, 14% missed between 5 and 9 of the screener
items, and 8% missed all nine of the items. Across a range of studies, Curran (2016)
described the modal rate of careless responding to be approximately 8-12%. Regardless
of the true frequency of careless responding across surveys, the presence of a nonzero
amount has caused researchers to consider several approaches to mitigating its
negative influence on validity.
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Managing Careless Responding
There have been several methods proposed to deal with the data that careless
responders provide. The most common (and perhaps the most obvious) is to remove
the data from the careless respondents (Bowling et al., 2016; DeSimone et al., 2015).
Because these people are not responding to the content of the questions, there seems
to be no reason to keep them in the sample. Despite this ostensible logic, removing
participants decreases sample size and can reduce statistical power (Edwards, 2019).
An alternative to deleting careless responders is analyzing them as a subgroup of
the sample. This can be conducted by splitting the data by attention level and running
the analyses of interest in parallel (Maniaci & Rogge, 2014). A similar technique involves
conducting part-whole comparisons, where data from the full sample is compared to
data with the careless responders removed (Abbey & Meloy, 2017). The benefit of both
of these techniques is that data is retained and the effect of careless responding can be
explored openly rather than assumed to be detrimental.
While these techniques may be beneficial for dealing with careless responding
after it has happened, several researchers have asked if careless responding can be
prevented (Huang et al., 2012; Ward & Meade, 2015). Warnings against responding
carelessly provide a potential solution to the problem of insufficient effort during the
survey process.
Warnings. Since careless responding is a behavior that researchers do not want
participants to engage in, they have developed warnings as an attempt to prevent
careless responding. Most of the previous research on warnings and survey responses
10

has focused on faking or socially desirable responding. The earliest use of warnings to
change survey behavior was conducted by Mock (1947), where warnings were effective
at changing the test-taking behavior of military recruits. A review of the literature by
Dwight and Donovan (2003) found 14 additional studies used warnings to influence
faking on personality assessments. The use of warning instructions produced an
average effect size of .23, which led them to conclude this effect could result in a
potential 30% decrease in faking after receiving a warning (Dwight & Donovan, 2003).
Since that review, at least a dozen more studies have examined how warnings influence
faking on personality assessments, which are beyond the scope of this study.
The research on warnings and careless responding is a relatively new endeavor,
with the earliest articles on the topic being published in 2012 (Huang et al., 2012;
Meade & Craig, 2012). These foundational studies used different warning techniques
and subsequently found conflicting results. Huang et al. (2012) warned participants that
they could detect responding that was without effort and that if that responding was
detected, people would lose participation credit (detect and consequence warning).
This type of warning proved effective and the authors found significantly less careless
responding in the warning conditions compared to the unwarned conditions. In
contrast, Meade and Craig (2012) used a warning that involved the participant signing
an agreement that their responses would adhere to their university’s integrity policy
(commitment warning). This carried an implied consequence but none was explicitly
stated and their results found that no careless responding measures were significantly
different between conditions except for the number of bogus items endorsed. These
11

two articles highlight that there are different types of warnings that can be used, they
have different effects on careless responding, and there may be different psychological
underpinnings at play regarding their efficacy. Since these papers were published, there
have been fewer than a dozen studies that examined how warnings impact careless
responding. A review of the existing literature allows a look into what has been found
on warning types, their effectiveness at reducing careless responding, and potential
psychological drivers.
The most commonly used warning type is a detection warning, where
participants were told some analysis methods could detect if they were responding
carefully (sometimes called “benign warnings”; Huang et al., 2015). An example of such
a warning used by both Huang et al. (2015) and Breitsohl and Steidelmuller (2018) was
“In our past survey work, we found that a very small number of respondents answered
the questions carelessly. In this survey, we employed several methods to assess whether
a respondent answered the questions carefully, so as to ensure the quality of survey
data” (p. 305). Detection warnings were also used by Berinsky, Margolis, and Sances
(2016); Paas, Dolnicar, and Karlsson (2018); and Ward and Pond (2015); as well as
Clifford and Jerit (2015) who described their detection condition as an “audit” (p. 791).
Four of the papers found significantly less careless responding indicators in warning
conditions (Breitsohl & Steidelmuller, 2018; Clifford & Jerit, 2015; Pass et al., 2018;
Ward & Pond 2018). Although Berinsky et al.’s (2016) results differed depending on the
indicator used, they did find that participants in the warning condition were more likely
to complete the survey. Huang et al. (2015) did not report on the effect of careless
12

responding indicators but found that benign detection warnings gave participants more
positive reactions to the survey process.
Beyond detection warnings, there were six other types of careless responding
dissuasion messages identified in the literature. Gibson and Bowling (2019) employed
two methods: a consequence warning condition and a reward warning condition. They
found the consequence warnings caused significant differences on several careless
responding indices (relative to the control group) but only limited effectiveness for the
reward warning. Berinsky et al. (2016) used a thanking condition intended to be a
gentler introduction that showed graciousness for participants’ time and effort.
Contrary to the researcher’s hypotheses, including a thanking message did not show a
significant increase in screener passage or responses to a decision-making paradigm. In
addition to their detection warning, Clifford and Jerit (2015) used an anonymity
message that informed participants that their privacy will be protected, a commitment
warning that asked participants to agree to carefully read and respond to the questions,
and a feedback warning that told participants that they will be given the results of their
survey inputs relative to national averages. They found anonymity and commitment
messages did significantly increase instructional manipulation check passage, but the
feedback warnings did not. Ward and Pond (2015) also used a feedback message to
reduce careless responding and found limited support for its effectiveness.
The authors of these studies offer several psychological explanations for why
warnings may be effective. Clifford and Jerit’s (2015) use of detection warnings and
Gibson and Bowling’s (2019) punishment and reward warning sought to influence
13

participant motivation to decrease careless responding. This is similar to Breitsohl and
Steidelmuller’s (2018) use of detection warnings to increase attention, which they cite
as lacking motivation in inattentive respondents. As an alternative approach, Clifford
and Jerit (2015) and Ward and Pond (2018) used feedback messages in an attempt to
appeal to participants’ desire for self-insight. Based on the general notion that people
want to know about themselves, it is possible that telling them they could have that
feedback would make them respond more carefully. Huang et al. (2015) and Breitsohl
and Steidelmuller(2018) suggested that warnings can be used to strengthen the
relationship between participant and researcher because they can increase compassion
for the researcher and demonstrate organizational justice as well as develop trust and
reinforce norms of cooperation. Berinsky et al. (2016) also attempted a “thanking
warning” to try to create empathy in the participant for the research process. This is not
an exhaustive list of possible theories to explain how warnings can influence the
careless response process but serve as a cross-section of explanations that are backed
by experimental data.
This review shows there is growing evidence that warnings may be an effective
way to decrease careless responding. There is also evidence that the use of benign
warnings may provide the added benefit of increasing participant satisfaction with the
response process. Because of these findings, warnings will be used in the current study
to examine not only how they can be used to decrease careless responding, but also
their influence on the construct validity of the measures used.
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Current Study
Careless responding seems to be a pervasive problem that threatens the validity
of inferences made from psychological surveys. As previously mentioned, it may
influence the reliability and validity of assessments in several ways. The use of warnings
has been shown to change behavior, such that the application of warnings would be a
way to make the most of data collection without the risk of incorrect rejection of
information. The purpose of this study was to examine how different warnings against
careless responding could influence the validity of personality measures.
This study examined careless responding in a low stake testing scenario similar
to those frequently used by researchers, where a large number of questions may induce
participant inattention. A stern and a benign warning was used with verbiage similar to
past research (see Gibson & Bowling, 2019; Huang et al., 2015) and compared against a
control group in an attempt to attenuate careless responding. As replication of several
previous studies, I expect these warnings to be effective in reducing the presence of
careless responding on the various indicators used.
Hypothesis 1: Severe and benign warning conditions will have less careless responding
than the control condition.
Because this effect has been demonstrated several times, I further examined
how warnings affect the psychometric properties of personality measures. The first step
in examining the effect warnings have on the psychometric properties was to look at
their effect on scale internal consistency reliability. Following previous research, I used
15

Cronbach’s alpha to examine the reliability of scales between manipulated and control
conditions. Simulations by Carden, Camper, and Holtzman (2018) have demonstrated
that depending on the nature of the careless responding exhibited, alpha may change
positively or negatively. In studies where participants were screened by careless
responding, Maniaci and Rogge (2014) found that attentive participants had higher
alpha values than careless participants, but DeSimone and Harms (2018) found that
changes in alpha depended on the type of screening method used. In studies that used
warnings, Huang et al. (2012) and Blackmore (2014) found support that warned
participants had higher levels of internal consistency. I expected that warnings would
increase scale internal consistency as indicated by Cronbach’s alpha compared to the
control group.
Hypothesis 2: Warning conditions will have increased alpha reliability estimates
compared to the control condition.
In addition to differences in scale reliability, I also looked at the effect warnings
have on differences in stability estimates across the length of the questionnaire.
Because carelessness may occur as participants develop survey fatigue after several
hundred questions, a shorter version of the Big Five that was given at the beginning of
the survey was also given at the end of the survey (Mini-IPIP; Donnellan, Oswald, Baird,
& Lucas, 2006). This allowed for analyses similar to test-retest reliability, although the
usual temporal difference of several days to several weeks (McCrae, Kurtz, Yamagata, &
Terracciano, 2011) was reduced to the length of the experiment. If participants are
responding carefully, their responses should be similar in measures of the same
16

construct answered at different points in the survey (Costa & McCrae, 1997). Warnings
may moderate that relationship between early and late completion of a given scale.
Early research on careless responding indices indicated that inattention was not a
detriment to convergent validity (Costa & McCrae, 1997; Kurtz & Parrish, 2001). More
recent research has indicated that an effect on convergent validity may depend on the
careless responding indices used (Credé, 2010; Desimone & Harms, 2018; Steedle et al.,
2019). Due to these conflicting results, I will examine how personality factors correlate
between early and late administrations within the survey.
Research question 1: Do careless responding warnings influence the response stability
of the personality scales between early and late administrations?
To examine how warnings affect the relationship between personality and
meaningful outcomes, criterion validity will be assessed by both internal scales and
other reports of focal variables. First, scales such as the Satisfaction with Life Scale
(SWLS; Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985) and the Facet [Job] Satisfaction Scale
(Beehr et al., 2006) were included in the survey that participants completed. Previous
research has demonstrated that personality variables predict these criterion measures,
such as Extraversion being positively correlated with life satisfaction and Neuroticism
being negatively correlated (Schimmack, Oishi, Furr, Funder, 2004). Extraversion also
positively relates to job satisfaction while Neuroticism negatively correlates with job
satisfaction (Judge, Heller, & Mount, 2002). If participants are responding carefully,
those correlations should be stronger when compared to inattentive participants.
Steedle et al. (2019) found that participants flagged for careless responding had slightly
17

lower criterion-related validity than participants not flagged. In contrast, Blackmore
(2014) found that careless responding inflated relationships between predictor-criterion
variables.
Hypothesis 3: Personality scores will be more strongly correlated with internal criteria
measures in the warning conditions than in the control condition.
To extend beyond previous research that only included internal measures, I also
asked participants to recruit people that know them personally and who could answer
questions about them to provide other-report data for analysis. These informants
provided data on the participant’s personality as well as some external criteria
outcomes such as life and relationship quality. Focusing on other’s personality ratings of
participants, this data was used to examine self-other convergence ratings of
personality. Meta-analytic estimates of the correlational convergence between self and
observer ratings of personality range from .46 to .62 on Big Five dimensions (Connolly,
Kavanagh, & Viswesvaran, 2007). It is reasonable to expect that the majority of this
data was collected from participants who were responding carefully and not burdened
with a lengthy survey. The observed convergence should be attenuated in cases where
half of the self-other pair is attending to the content of the questions and the other half
is responding carelessly.
Hypothesis 4: Self-other convergence will be stronger in the warning conditions than in
the control condition.
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Because these informants are also providing criterion data, the relationship
between personality and these criteria was also examined. In a similar way to the
internal criterion assessment, it should be expected that participants that respond
carefully will have stronger correlations between their personality measures and the
external criteria ratings.
Hypothesis 5: The relationship between self-reported personality and external criteria
will be stronger in the warning conditions than in the control condition.
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II. METHOD
Participants
Participants were recruited using the website Prolific in return for financial
compensation. Participants were filtered so that the sample was from an American
participant pool that knew someone else using that system. This allowed dyads to be
collected (N = 231).
Procedure
Participants chose to take part in this study by responding to an advertisement
for paid volunteers to complete online questionnaires on the website Prolific. Using
Prolific’s online tools, participants were filtered to be over 18 years of age and from the
United States as well as flagged by the system as knowing another person on Prolific
that can complete dyad studies. Prolific’s policies require that researchers post an
advertisement with a consent form asking for people that are willing to complete a dyad
study. This first step requires compensation for responding to the ad and completing
the consent form. Prolific does not allow researchers to collect any personally
identifiable information from participants, including email addresses of friends and
family, so the only information that can be used by the researcher to complete the dyad
pairing, is the participant entering a partner’s 24-digit alpha-numeric Prolific ID.
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This ID can then be used to ask that partner if they would like to participate in
the study, which also requires compensation for the time to complete that consent.
Once both the participant and their informant agree and consent to participation, the
survey can be sent to the participant and the follow-up survey can be sent to the
partner. This process worked as a filter because 516 people initially completed the
response to the first advertisement for participants with a partner. Of the people that
indicated that they had a partner and agreed to participate, 69 people entered their
own Prolific ID, a wrong partner ID, or some other inappropriate response such as “He
can't find it”, “I don't know”, or “NA” when asked for a partner’s information. These
people were messaged through the Prolific system asking for a partner’s ID to continue
in the study, to which less than a third responded. There were 231 pairs that made it
through this filtering process and completed both surveys, administered by the
questionnaire software Qualtrics. They could participate in this study at any time and
from any computer with internet access. After completing a consent to the survey
portion of the study participants were randomly assigned to one of three experimental
conditions: control message, benign warning, and severe warning (see Table 1 for the
text used in each of the three conditions).
Participants in all conditions completed the same battery of assessments,
described below. Upon completion of the personality assessments, participants were
thanked for their participation and informed that all participants would receive
compensation for participation regardless of responses.
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The partners that were willing to participate were provided a link to complete
the other report questionnaire using Qualtrics. The questions they answered are
described in the “Substantive Measures” section. Upon completion of the assessments,
the informants exited the website and were compensated for their time.
Measures
Substantive Measures
Several self-report measures were administered such as the IPIP Big-Five Factor
questionnaire (referred to as “Big Five” from here on) given at the beginning of the
survey and the Mini-IPIP Big Five (referred to as “Mini-IPIP from here on) given at the
end of the survey. There were also other scales, such as portions of the AB5C and the
Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding, that were administered in between the
two versions of the Big Five (summarized in Table 2). These scales will be used to
describe the sample’s personality norms and calculate post hoc careless responding
indices. These items also provide an avenue in which to embed the various careless
responding indices used. They were also used to extend the length of the survey to
approximately 400 items, potentially eliciting careless responding (Gibson & Bowling,
2019). This length is based on the length of several popular personality and
psychological assessments such as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2Restructured Form (MMPI-2-RF; Ben-Porath & Tellegen, 2008), which has 338 items,
and the California Psychological Inventory (CPI; Gough, 1987), which has 434 items. It is
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also possible that the aggregate combination of items used in common psychological
research could total over 400 items.
The informants that provided “other-report” data completed a brief survey
designed to assess the target participant’s personality and various life and relationship
outcomes. These scales were the Mini-IPIP Big Five (Donnellan et al., 2006), Perceptions
of Target’s Life and Relationship Quality (Diener et al., 1985; Spector & Jex, 1998), and
three questions on how well the informant knew the target participant.
Careless Responding Indices
The nature of careless responding necessitates the use of post hoc analyses to
detect its presence. The use of “bogus items” (Meade & Craig, 2012; Huang et al., 2015)
is the standard overt method used to detect careless responding. Four techniques were
used to identify careless responding and create indices that reflected the level of
careless responding for each participant.
Page Time. The first method used to identify careless responding was the
analysis of the survey page response time. The survey was delivered on 11 sequential
pages and the software used to administer the survey recorded the time that it took for
participants to complete each page. Because cognitive effort is required during a
normal response to survey items (Huang et al., 2012), exceptionally fast times indicate a
lack of attention and the presence of careless responding. Huang et al. (2012) proposed
the standard of at least two seconds per item to respond thoughtfully. Therefore, page
times that were less than (2s) * (the number items on that page) could be considered
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indicative of careless responding and given a score of 1 (vs. 0) per page. The sum of
these points represents their page time index score. Page time indices typically
converge strongly with other measures of careless responding (Bowling et al., 2016).
Consistency Indices. The next careless responding evaluation technique was the
use of consistency indices. Items with similar content should have similar responses
from an engaged participant. Likewise, items with dissimilar content should have
opposing responses from an effortful participant.
The first type of consistency index used was psychometric antonyms (or
synonyms; Johnson, 2005). An example of a psychometric synonym pair would be items
such as “Start conversations” and “Talk to a lot of different people at parties”, which
should measure the same construct and correlate strongly. A carelessly responding
participant may rate the first one as a 1 out of 5 and the second as a 5 out of 5 because
they are not attending to the content when a careful respondent may respond with 1 to
both or 5 to both. Consistency indices are calculated to examine the positive correlation
between synonymous items and negative correlation between antonymous items
(Goldberg & Kilkowski, 1985; Meade & Craig, 2012). This is done by examining the
correlations among all of the items on an inventory and finding 30 of the strongest
positive and 30 of the strongest negative correlations between pairs of items. Because
purposeful responses to items that are similar should correlate in a strong positive
direction and responses to items that are contrasting should generate a strong negative
correlation, the presence of a weak or near-zero correlation for either index would
indicate careless responding.
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The second type of consistency index was the “individual reliability” coefficient
(Jackson, 1976). This index can be calculated by evenly dividing responses to a given
scale in half, scoring those items as two subsets, and calculating a within-person
product-moment correlation between subscales (repeated across all scales; Johnson,
2005). This creates an individual-reliability index that often converges well with the
synonym and antonym indices.
Long Strings. Another post hoc analysis was the identification of long strings of
the same answer, or blatant extreme responding (Meade & Craig, 2012). This type of
careless responding presents itself when a participant chooses the same answer on
subsequent items repeatedly (e.g., 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, on 5 sequential items rated from 1-5 on
a Likert type scale). Johnson (2005) quantified this behavior by counting the greatest
number of times a response was chosen in a row, per page. These counts can be
averaged between pages to form a composite response pattern score (Curran, 2016;
Meade & Craig, 2012).
A priori Careless Response Indicators. Finally, there is a class of items that are
designed to directly check respondents’ attention based on items having one “correct”
response (Curran, 2016). While other methods used to assess careless responding are
calculated post hoc, there are two types of items that can be included in the survey
ahead of time to directly measure participant’s attention.
The first type of items are known as infrequency or bogus items. These items
are designed so that an attentive participant should not reasonably endorse them. For
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example, an item such as “I can run 2 miles in 2 minutes” (Huang, Bowling, Liu, & Li,
2015) describes something physically impossible, so an attentive participant would not
endorse such an item with agreement. The current study randomly placed six bogus
items created by Meade and Craig (2012) throughout the questionnaire.
A more transparent method of using a priori items is creating directed response
questions. These items explicitly tell participants things like, “choose response 4 for this
item” (Huang et al., 2012). Failure to choose response 4 would indicate the participant
is not attending to the content of the question and is therefore careless. These items
may be seen as less of a trick to participants than infrequency items and are less open to
interpretation (Curran, 2016). There were five directed response questions randomly
placed in the questionnaire. These items were scored by summing the number of times
a participant chose something other than the directed response.
Manipulation Checks. Manipulation checks were included at the end of the
questionnaires to assess the effectiveness of the warning manipulations (Ward & Pond,
2015). The first item to assess the impact of the warnings was, “The researcher told me
that he or she will use several methods to assess whether my responses answered the
questions carefully.” The second warning manipulation check was, “The researcher told
me that I will not receive participation credit unless I provide effortful and thoughtful
responses to today’s survey questions.” Finally, participants completed the nine-item
“diligence” subscale from Meade and Craig’s (2012) self-reported participant
engagement scale. Response options for all manipulation checks ranged from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
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III. RESULTS
Demographics
Participants that completed the main survey ranged in age from 18 to 73 (M =
32.09, SD = 9.31) with the sample identifying as 137 male, 92 female, and 2 that chose
Other/Rather not say. There were 73 participants randomly assigned to the control
condition, 78 to the benign warning, and 80 to the severe warning (N = 231).
There were 231 informants that reported knowing the target participants for a
range of less than 1 year to 28+ years, with only 12 people knowing the target person
less than 1 year (M = 8.58, SD = 7.23). When asked how well the informants knew the
participant on a scale of “1 – Not well at all” to “5 – Extremely well”, responses ranged
from 2 to 5, with a mean of 4.75 (SD = 0.50) indicating the informants knew the
participants very well. Informants were mostly romantic partners (N = 214), followed by
friends (N = 9), family members (N = 6), and one each of coworker and work supervisor.
Table 3 provides Cronbach’s alpha, means, and standard deviations for early and late
administration of the Big Five as well as the informant’s ratings of the participant on the
Big Five.
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Manipulation checks
To assess the effectiveness of the warning manipulations scripts, manipulation
checks were given at the end of the survey. Participants were asked if the researcher
had told them that they used several methods to assess whether responses were
answered carefully (benign and severe scripts) and participants in both of those
conditions responded with high levels of agreement that they had seen those
instructions compared to the control using an ANOVA, F(2, 228) = 8.15, p < .001.
Participants were also asked if they had been told they would not receive participation
credit unless they provided effortful and thoughtful responses. There were significant
differences between conditions, F(2, 228) = 4.04, p = .02, but post hoc Tukey test
indicated that the differences were only significant between the severe and benign
condition (p = .02) and not significant between the severe and control (p = .08).
Participants may believe that compensation is contingent on quality as an overall
expectation of Prolific participants, reducing some of the effects of the manipulation.
Tests of Study Hypotheses
The Effect of Warnings on Careless Responding (Hypothesis 1)
The first careless responding detection method assessed was page time. An
ANOVA was used to examine if there were differences in careless responding by
condition as indicated by page time. Following Huang et al.’s (2012) recommendation of
two seconds per question per page, participants were flagged for each page where their
responses were quicker than that standard. For example, the page with IPIP Big Five
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questions had 51 items (one bogus), so at two seconds per item, anyone that completed
that page in less than 102 seconds was flagged as a potentially careless responder. In
the case of the Big Five page, 20 participants (8.7%) responded in less than 102 seconds
and were flagged. During this analysis, it was clear that the Over-Claiming
Questionnaire did not follow the 2-second standard because of the nature of the items
being only a word or two long, which participants processed quickly. If the page time
metric were used for these two pages, approximately 30% of the sample would have
been flagged. Because of this, those two pages will be omitted from the page time
analysis. The number of flags for the remaining pages was summed to create a page
time score, and an ANOVA indicated that there were no significant differences in page
time across conditions, F(2, 228) = 0.25, p = .78.
The next form of careless responding metrics assessed were the consistency
indices. The first consistency index used was psychometric synonyms, which analyzes
how similar responses were to highly correlated items. Using the 50 items of the Big
Five, 20 item pairs had correlations that were .60 or higher. These items were used to
create a psychometric synonym score for each participant. To determine if there were
differences in this indicator by condition, an ANOVA was used and no significant
differences were found, F(2, 228) = 0.09, p = .91. Because the careless responding may
have come later in the survey, the Mini-IPIP Big Five items given last were also analyzed
for psychometric synonyms and 14 item pairs correlated over .50. An ANOVA was used
to examine differences by condition and no significant differences were found, F(2, 228)
= 0.44, p = .64.
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In addition to synonyms, psychometric antonyms were also examined. Using the
Big Five scale, without recoding items with a negative valence, 18 pairs were found to
have a negative correlation of .50 or stronger. These pairs were used to create a
psychometric antonym score in the same way as psychometric synonyms. There were
no significant differences across conditions using this antonym score, F(2, 228) = 1.55, p
= .21.
The final consistency index used was the individual reliability coefficient. This
was calculated by dividing a scale into even and odd items, scoring those subsets as
scales, and then calculating the product-moment correlation for each participant. The
Big Five was used for this calculation and an ANOVA was used to determine if there
were any differences by condition in individual reliability. No significant differences
were found between conditions, F(2, 227) = 0.30, p = .74. This analysis was repeated for
the Mini-IPIP given at the end of the survey and no differences were found between
conditions on that scale, F(2, 228) = 1.12, p = .33. It should be noted that the Mini-IPIP
only has four items per scale which may be detrimental to the validity of this analysis.
The next careless responding measure used was the identification of “long
strings.” This analysis counts the number of times a participant chose the same
response option consecutively, for a group of questions. This is typically done per page
of the questionnaire but can also be done within scales if multiple scales are given per
page, divided by instruction sets. Long strings were calculated for nine scales in this
questionnaire. It should be noted that not all of the long string scores were strongly
correlated with each other, with the risk attitudes and counterproductive work
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behaviors standing out as most unique. This makes sense considering that it would not
be unusual to be risk-averse and frequently endorse response options on the low end of
the scale or avoid negative work behaviors which would also lead to the endorsement of
low response options. A composite long strings score was calculated by averaging the
count from each of the nine scales to be used for hypothesis testing. An ANOVA was
conducted to examine differences in this long strings composite by condition and no
significant differences were found, F(2,228) = 0.92, p = .40.
The last form of careless responding indicators analyzed were the a priori items.
The responses to the six bogus items included throughout the questionnaire were
summed to create a bogus item score. This scale was analyzed using an ANOVA and no
significant differences between conditions were detected, F(2, 228) = .32, p = .73. The
responses to the five directed response items were also summed to create a directed
response score. This scale was analyzed using an ANOVA and no significant differences
between conditions were found, F(2, 228) = 1.35, p = .26.
The similarities of these nine careless responding indices is displayed in a
correlation table that shows their convergence (Table 4). Following Bowling et al.
(2016), a composite of the careless responding indices was created by averaging the
standardized scores from each measure. The careless responding composite was not
significantly different between conditions, F(2,228) = 0.21, p = .81.
There were nine measures of careless responding used to test this hypothesis as
well as a composite measure and none indicated significantly different levels of
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carelessness between conditions. Because of this, I am unable to reject the null
hypothesis. Warnings did not significantly decrease the indices of careless responding.
The Effect of Warnings on Alpha Reliability (Hypothesis 2)
To examine the differences in scale internal consistency by condition, Cronbach’s
alpha was calculated for each scale of the Big Five given at the beginning of the
questionnaire. Using Diedenhofen and Musch’s (2016) calculations for statistical
comparison of Cronbach’s alpha, each scale was analyzed by condition. There was a
significant difference in reliability between conditions for extraversion (X2(2, N = 231) =
6.47, p = .04) but in an opposite way of the hypothesis (control alpha = .93, benign alpha
= .92, severe alpha = .87). There was also a significant difference in reliability between
conscientiousness (X2(2, N = 231) = 7.14, p = .03), but the difference was between the
severe (alpha = .77) and benign conditions (alpha = .88) rather than between those
conditions and the control (alpha = .84). No other significant differences were observed
within the Big Five scales (see Table 5 for chi-square values). This analysis was also
repeated for the Mini-IPIP Big Five at the end of the questionnaire and no significant
differences were found between conditions (see Table 5). Because of the contradictory
results on the two scales and the lack of differences on the rest of the scales, I am not
able to reject the null hypothesis. Warnings did not significantly increase the internal
consistency of the Big Five measures.
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Do Warnings Influence Response Stability (Research Question 1)?
Examining the moderating effects of warnings on early versus late convergence
of Big Five scale administrations was done using multiple linear regression. The warning
conditions were dummy coded with the control condition used as the reference group
and interaction terms were created to be entered in the second step of the regression
with late administration of each scale used as the dependent variable. Regressions
were run for each scale of the Big Five and while there were significant main effects,
there were no significant results for the incremental change of including the interaction
terms. The R2 and R2change values for each scale are listed in Table 6. Because of the lack
of significant change in any of the variables, I do not see any influence of warnings
moderating the stability between early and late administrations of the personality
variables.
The Effect of Warnings on Internal Criterion Validity (Hypothesis 3)
Assessing the effect of warnings on the relationship between personality
variables with internal criterion measures was done using moderated regression. The
warning conditions were dummy coded with the control condition used as the reference
group. The first criterion measure used was life satisfaction, predicted to be positively
correlated with extraversion and negatively correlated with neuroticism (Schimmack et
al., 2004). Examining the relationship between Big Five extraversion and life satisfaction
found the variables to be significantly correlated (R2 = .08, F(3, 227) = 6.58, p < .001) but
the incremental variance gained by the interaction was non-significant, R2change = .02,
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F(2, 225) = 2.93, p = .06. This relationship was also examined for the Mini-IPIP
extraversion given at the end of the survey where carelessness may be more prevalent.
While the main effects were significant (R2 = .08, F(3, 227) = 6.38, p < .001), the
interaction effects of condition was not significant, R2change = .02, F(2, 225) = 2.01, p =
.14.
Next, the relationship between neuroticism and life satisfaction was examined in
the same manner. The Big Five neuroticism measure used in the beginning of the
survey was significantly related to life satisfaction (R2 = .19, F(3, 227) = 17.85, p < .001),
but there was no additional variance explained by the interaction terms, R2change = .00,
F(2, 225) = 0.05, p = .96. This analysis was repeated for the Mini-IPIP neuroticism and a
similar pattern of significant main effects was observed (R2 = .21, F(3, 227) = 20.32, p <
.001), but non-significant interaction effects, R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.12, p = .89.
Another criterion measure included in the survey was job satisfaction, which
previous literature has found to be positively related to extraversion and negatively
related to neuroticism (Judge et al., 2002). Using the same methods as the life
satisfaction analysis described above, extraversion was found to be significantly related
to job satisfaction (R2 = .05, F(3, 227) = 4.04, p < .01), but the interaction with warning
conditions did not add significant incremental variance, R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = -.35, p
= .71. This was also examined for the Mini-IPIP extraversion scale and while the main
effect was significant (R2 = .04, F(3, 227) = 2.76, p < .05), the interaction effects were not
significant, R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.27, p = .77.
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Testing was also done for the negative relationship between neuroticism and job
satisfaction and while the main effect was significant (R2 = .09, F(3, 227) = 7.68, p <
.001), the interaction terms did not contribute significant variance above and beyond
the main effects, R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.44, p = .65. The same pattern held true for
the Mini-IPIP neuroticism scale with significant main effects (R2 = .07, F(3, 227) = 5.54, p
< .01), but non-significant interaction terms, R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 0.62, p = .54.
While the first analysis of extraversion and life satisfaction approached
significance in the second step of the regression, none of the analyses had results that
indicated a moderation effect. This indicates that the examined relationships were
consistent within the control group and the warning groups. Because of the lack of
incremental variance added by the interaction terms for each relationship tested, I am
unable to reject the null hypothesis.
The Effect of Warnings on Self-Other Convergence (Hypothesis 4)
To assess the effect that warnings have on self-other convergence, a moderated
regression was used. First, the warning conditions were dummy coded with the control
condition used as the reference. Next, convergence was examined by analyzing the
relationship between self-reported personality scores and external personality scores,
moderated by condition, as reported by someone that knows the participant well. The
Big Five taken by the participant was compared with the Mini-IPIP Big Five that the
informant used to rate the participant as the dependent variable. For each of the five
factors, there were significant main effects but non-significant interaction effects
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(summarized in Table 7). Self-other convergence was also examined for the Mini-IPIP
given at the end of the survey with the informant’s ratings. A similar pattern of
significant main effects and non-significant interaction terms existed for each of the Big
Five factors (summarized in table 7). These findings indicate that the results were
consistent within the control and warning conditions. With no significant effects of
condition on self-other convergence, I am unable to reject the null hypothesis. Selfother convergence was consistent across conditions.
Do Warnings Affect External Criterion Validity (Hypothesis 5)?
Because personality assessments are ultimately used to predict external criteria,
the informants were also asked questions about the participant’s life satisfaction, work
success, and interpersonal relationships. To investigate if warnings reduce the
relationship between personality predictors and external criteria, moderated regression
was once again used. As before, conditions were dummy coded and interaction terms
were created for each personality facet used.
The first criterion assessed was informant reported life satisfaction. As
previously examined, extraversion is expected to be positively correlated and
neuroticism is expected to be negatively correlated with life satisfaction. These main
effects were supported in both extraversion and neuroticism given both early and late in
the questionnaire. Despite this main effect, there was no significant R2change for any of
the four analyses indicating the presence of interaction effects (see Table 8).
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The next criterion was a single item that asked how much informants agreed
with the statement “they would be a good employee.” This is expected to be predicted
by conscientiousness and a significant main effect was found, R2 = .08, F(3, 227) = 6.92,
p < .001. The interaction with the warnings did not add significant incremental variance
over the main effect, R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 1.65, p = .19. This analysis was repeated
with the Mini-IPIP conscientiousness given at the end of the questionnaire and while a
main effect existed (R2 = .06, F(3, 227) = 5.12, p < .01), the interaction terms were nonsignificant, R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 0.75, p = .48.
The final external criterion assessed was a scale made up of four items adapted
from the Interpersonal Conflict at Work scale with two additional items written by
Gibson and Bowling (2020, under review). This 6-item scale measures the level of
interpersonal conflict a person experiences and is expected to be predicted by
neuroticism and negatively related to agreeableness. Indeed, neuroticism in both the
early and late administration had significant main effects but did not have a significant
R2change for the interaction with warning conditions (see Table 8). Using the Big Five
agreeableness to predict interpersonal conflict found significant main effects (R2 = .08,
F(3, 227) = 6.62, p < .001) and also an interaction term that just reached significance
R2change = .02, F(2, 225) = 2.99, p = .04. This effect was repeated in the Mini-IPIP
agreeableness with significant main effects (R2 = .06, F(3, 227) = 4.75, p < .01) and
significant warning interaction, R2change = .04, F(2, 225) = 4.33, p = .01. Regression
coefficients displayed in Table 9 and Table 10 show that the benign condition has a
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stronger relationship between agreeableness and interpersonal conflict than the control
or severe conditions (interactions are represented graphically in Figures 1 and 2).
Evaluating the eight analyses together, only two indicate a significant influence
of warnings on the relationship between personality and external criterion. These
results suggest there is only limited support for the idea that warnings strengthen this
relationship and further testing would be needed to determine if there is a meaningful
effect.
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IV. DISCUSSION
Summary
Careless responding remains a problem of concern for researchers that use selfreport methods such as questionnaires (McGrath et al., 2010). One potential solution is
the use of warnings to prevent careless responding (Fan et al., 2012). The benefits of
using warnings are that researchers can avoid a decrease in sample size and power due
to responses being thrown out and potentially increase the reliability and validity of
their samples.
The goal of this research was to investigate whether warnings could increase
validity in survey responses and avoid the detrimental effects of carelessness. This was
done using a combination of incremental analyses that first examined two forms of
reliability and then explored three indicators of validity in different warning conditions.
This study expanded beyond previous research by including other reports that provided
external personality ratings as well as perceptions of real-world outcomes such as work
success and interpersonal conflict, to assess criterion validity.
Ultimately, the results did not provide convincing evidence that warnings
influence reliability or validity in a meaningful way. In the majority of these analyses,
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no significant differences were found between warning conditions in terms of
internal consistency or correlations with internal and external criteria. These findings
suggest that warnings do not significantly decrease careless responding and also do not
increase reliability or validity. While a few significant relationships were found, they did
not create a consistent pattern that would lead to consequential interpretation. These
results could lend evidence to researchers who claim the effect of careless responding is
overblown (Johnson, 2005) or perhaps could be attributed to methodological limitations
discussed in detail later.
Findings
Hypothesis 1 predicted that warnings would reduce careless responding in the
survey. Analyses established the incidence of careless responding in the sample using a
battery of careless responding indicators across the entire questionnaire and at various
points throughout. The indicators were strongly correlated with each other, indicating
consistency in the detection of careless responding. In testing this hypothesis, no
differences were found in any of the indicators by warning condition, at any point
during the questionnaire. This result was somewhat surprising because previous
research has shown that warnings can be effective at changing survey response
behavior. As indicated in the introduction, the existing research is relatively scarce with
fewer than a dozen studies on the topic, so a file-drawer effect may be suppressing
other samples where results were also not significant.
Hypothesis 2 sought to examine scale reliability in both early and late
administrations of the Big Five. Establishing reliability is a crucial step that is required
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before validity can be investigated. This hypothesis was tested by comparing
differences in Cronbach’s alpha between conditions by each of the Big Five factors. The
investigation found only two significant differences within factors, both in the early
administration of the Big Five. Despite the existence of differences, they did not follow
the predicted pattern of warnings increasing reliability relative to the control. Instead,
these results were consistent with the results reported by Maniaci and Rogge (2014).
This, combined with the remaining non-significant differences, indicate I am unable to
reject the null for Hypothesis 2.
To examine a different form of reliability, Research Question 1 examined the
warning condition effects on within-survey test-retest stability. Because of the research
nature of this survey, the same questions could be asked multiple times at the beginning
and end of the survey. This procedure allowed for a form of test-retest reliability that is
typically done with a temporal delay of days rather than however many minutes it took
from the first to the second administration of the questions within the survey. Such a
short delay is typically avoided due to concerns over memory effects (Gnambs, 2014)
that would be irrelevant to this research question. This set of analyses should have
detected people who began the survey carefully and become careless as the survey
progressed. The investigation did not yield any significant differences by warning
condition, leading to a failure to reject the null. Hypothesis 2 and Research Question 1
did not provide evidence for warnings increasing the reliability of survey responses.
Hypothesis 3 was the first assessment of the effect of warnings on validity, with
internal criterion measures being assessed. As predicted in existing literature, there
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were significant relationships between personality variables and internal measures of
cognition and emotion. If careless responding were detrimental to validity and warnings
could reduce that detrimental effect, the relationship between predictor and criterion
should have been stronger in warning conditions. Moderated regression did not
indicate that that was the case in any of the relationships tested. It is of note that in one
case, the interaction terms of the warning conditions were approaching significance but
did not reach the p < .05 threshold. The R2change value of .02 would indicate a very small
effect size if significance were reached. Thus, the null hypothesis could not be rejected
for Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 4 is where the analyses in this study begin to extend beyond previous
research by collecting other reports from informants. Prior research has found
significant convergence between self-other ratings of personality which should be
influenced by the quality of data collected (Kim, Di Domenico, & Connelly, 2019). If a
participant was responding carelessly, the self-other convergence should have had a
weaker correlation. The design of this study allowed investigation of how warnings
moderated the relationship between self-reported and other-reported personality. The
results indicated that warnings did not strengthen self-other convergence for any of the
Big Five factors. This was tested at both early and late administrations of the Big Five for
the participant to ensure that if carelessness were happening later in the survey, it
would be detected. No significant effect was found at either time point, indicating that
warnings do not increase this type of validity.
The final hypothesis examined how warnings affect personality’s prediction of
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external criteria. Like self-other convergence, if carelessness hurts personality
assessment validity, the relationship between predictor and criterion should be weaker.
The effect of warnings on this relationship was tested with moderated regression with
informant reports of life outcomes used as the dependent variable. In six of the eight
relationships tested, there was a significant relationship between predictor and external
criteria but the incremental variance provided by the interaction with warnings was
non-significant, indicating no effect of warnings on validity with external criteria. In the
case of agreeableness and interpersonal conflict, there was a significant interaction with
warnings. The regression coefficients indicate the relationship was stronger in the
Benign Warning condition but not significant in the Severe Warning condition. This
result was consistent for both the early and late administration of the agreeableness
measure with the effect being stronger in the late administration (R2change = .02 vs.
R2change = .04, respectively). The size of these R2 values indicates that the influence of
warnings is weak, which may explain why it was only found in one of the analyses. Also,
because only two of the eight relationships tested in this hypothesis were significant,
drawing meaningful conclusions would be ill-advised. This result hints that a potential
exists for future research to re-examine or confirm these findings.
Unexpected Findings
The almost total lack of significant results was the most prominent unexpected
finding in this study. While the research on warnings and careless responding is
relatively sparse, there is enough consistency in the literature to believe the hypotheses
laid out would be plausible. If warnings are effective at influencing careless responding
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and I was unable to detect this effect, a possible explanation could be the nature of the
sample used.
A potential reason for the low base rate of careless responding and the lack of
differences between conditions is the unintentional filter effect created by using the
website Prolific for participant recruitment. As described in the Method section,
participants and their partners had to both consent to participate before they could be
given the study of interest. The initial advertisement attracted 516 people to complete
the first consent form that explained the nature of the study. Prolific software was
supposed to prevent people without partners from seeing the initial screening
advertisement, but somehow participants without partners were able to complete the
form. Both the advertisement and the consent form within that screening said that a
partner in Prolific was required to complete this study. Despite this, 65 people
completed the first screener and said they were not in contact with another person
using Prolific software. An additional 66 entered an invalid partner ID and when
contacted asking for a correct ID, several responded that they did not have a partner
with a Prolific ID (most did not respond). This is a failure in reading both the
advertisement and the consent form, as well as the usefulness of the Prolific pre-filter
system. After this first hurdle, 343 partner IDs were entered into the second consent
screener, which sent the partner a consent form and asked them to agree to participate.
There were 268 people that completed that screening resulting in 268 pairs of surveys
being sent out to the participants and partners. Of those, 231 participant-informant
dyads were completed. This filter effect is shown graphically by Figure 3. Ironically, this
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means that I was actively dropping careless responders before the study even began.
The policy requirements of Prolific prevented 285 potentially careless responders from
being included in this study. These participants could have been included for testing
(with corresponding significant financial outlay) which would have allowed for testing of
the earlier hypotheses but would have excluded them from the unique contribution the
dyad analyses provide. This limitation may decrease the generalizability of this study to
other applications.
It is also possible that the warning manipulation was too weak to influence
careless responding. Although manipulation checks did show that the warnings were
remembered after over 400 questions, there may be a difference between
remembering the warning and either consciously or unconsciously responding to it. It is
also possible that the sample size was too small to detect differences in careless
responding with such a low base rate. The average failure rate for five of the six Bogus
Items was 5.96% (SD = 3.22). This excluded the item “I have felt tired or sleepy in my
lifetime”, which had a variety of responses other than “Strongly Agree”, garnering a 29%
failure rate, which indicates it did not measure careless responding. The present sample
had a bogus item response rate of one quarter to one half of Mead and Craig’s (2012)
bogus responding rate for three of the four items (Table 11). Likewise, the directed
response items only had 8.7% of the sample that failed one item, and only two
participants that failed two. These examples combined with other indicators discussed
in the Results put this sample’s carelessness at or below the low end of Curran’s (2016)
review of careless responding prevalence. One reason for this low level of carelessness
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may be that because participants knew they were being evaluated by an informant, they
chose to respond more carefully. They may not respond as carefully in a situation
where no additional validation is available.
Power analysis was conducted to determine an appropriate sample size before
the study was conducted and while approximately 75 in each condition should
determine small effect sizes in the analyses used, the effective sample size was much
smaller if the base rate of careless responding was very low. If the sample had included
the larger population of careless responders, it is possible that the effects of warnings
would be more pronounced.
Implications
The hypotheses investigated in this study have important practical applications
for research on personality assessment and careless responding. Reliability and validity
are cornerstones of accurate assessment of personality and examining threats to those
factors is an ongoing process. While most of the analyses had non-significant results, it
is possible that the effects of warnings would be more pronounced in a different sample
that was not inadvertently screened for careless responding. These results could be
interpreted as an argument for pre-screening participants before they participate in a
study, perhaps using a simple task to reduce carelessness. This would be particularly
beneficial in studies where participants are being paid, such as this one. Participants
that completed the response to the initial advertisement cost only 38 cents per person
compared to the $8 paid once they completed the study of interest. Using this study as
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an example, for $108.30 on screening, a researcher could save $2,280 in money spent
on 285 potentially careless responders.
Another possible implication is that warnings have almost no detrimental effect
on reliability or validity. In all but one analysis, results were non-significant or improved
reliability and validity. This indicates that including them does no harm other than
adding a small amount of time to the survey. Because of that, there seems to be very
little downside to including warnings in an attempt to bolster reliability and validity.
Future research will be needed to determine if warnings have a stronger positive effect.
Limitations and Future Research
The major limitation of this study, as previously discussed, is the accidental
filtering of careless responding participants before the study began. This lowered the
base rate of careless responding as detected by the multiple indicators used and had the
potential to negate the effects of the warning manipulations employed. While this was
a limitation for the current study, it also offers the potential for future research on the
use of screenings to reduce careless responding. Pre-screening has practical
applications that need to be examined but future research on careless should avoid or
be aware of any hindrance to participation that may restrict the range of the sample.
Another potential limitation is the use of a paid participant sample. While this is
a common recruitment technique, it limits the generalizability to only paid participants.
A student or non-compensated sample may have different motivations to participate,
different levels of carelessness, and may respond to manipulations differently. The use
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of employee-incumbents in a concurrent pre-employment assessment validation may
be an example where motivations are different from this study and the result of
carelessness may be much more costly.
Examples of future research could include a student sample where all of the
target participants are assessed for careless responding and compared to participants
that are able to recruit informants. This would overcome the filter effect and highlight
any sample differences present in the current study. It is also possible that simply
asking for informant data creates a motivation to respond more carefully. Including a
sample that is not prompted for other responses may have higher rates of carelessness
or respond to warnings in a more impactful manner.
Finally, the literature on warnings and careless responding may be suffering from
a file-drawer effect. As a niche area of research with fewer than a dozen published
studies on the topic, the potential for other studies with non-significant results may
exist. If these unpublished non-significant results exist, the current study’s hypotheses
may have been structured differently. A call for a meta-analysis may be needed to
summarize the existent research and draw out any other potential datasets that could
provide a more detailed understanding of the nature of warnings on careless
responding.
Conclusion
The accurate assessment of personality and other self-report data is of vital
importance to the field of psychology. Careless responding is one threat to both the
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reliability and validity of that process. The development of techniques that can be used
to mitigate the negative effects of careless responding is desirable for researchers and
practitioners alike. Warnings may be one technique that shows potential for the
reduction of careless responding without loss to sample size, financial resources, or
reliability and validity. The present study examined the utility of two types of warnings
against careless responding and their effects on reliability and validity. While the
current manuscript did not find efficacy for the use of warnings, it also did not find
notable detriments. Methodological considerations may have hampered the results, so
generalizability is tenuous at best. Future research is needed to see if warnings are
more effective in a more careless sample. While the current study could not provide
compelling evidence for the use of warnings, it offers additional data for the shaping of
future studies on the topic.
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Table 1
Warning Scripts for Conditions
Control script
Describe yourself as you generally are now, not as you wish to be in the future.
Describe yourself as you see yourself, in relation to other people you know of the
same sex as you are, and roughly your same age.
Benign script
It is vital to our study that participants devote their full attention to this
questionnaire. In our past survey work, we found that a very small number of
respondents answered the questions carelessly. In this survey, we employed several
methods to assess whether a respondent answered the questions carefully, so as to
ensure the quality of survey data. Describe yourself as you see yourself, in relation to
other people you know of the same sex as you are, and roughly your same age.
Severe script
It is vital to our study that participants devote their full attention to this
questionnaire. Otherwise, years of effort (the researchers' time and the time of other
participants) could be wasted. Please be aware that I will use sophisticated statistical
control methods to detect the effort and thoughtfulness of your responses. If you do
not provide effortful and thoughtful responses to today’s survey, you will not
receive course credit for completing the survey.
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Table 2
Substantive Personality Measures
Construct
Name
Commitment
Organizational Commitment
CWB
Workplace Deviance
Facet Job Satisfaction
Facet Satisfaction Scale
General Personality
AB5C
General Personality
IPIP Big Five 50
General Personality
Mini-IPIP 20
Michigan Organizational Assessment
Global Job Satisfaction
Questionnaire Job Satisfaction Subscale
Life Satisfaction
Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS)
Overclaiming
Over-Claiming Questionnaire
Risk Propensity
Risk Propensity Scale
Risk Propensity
Risk-Attitude Scale
Social Desirability
Marlowe-Crowne
Social Desirability
BIDR
Well Being
General Health Questionnaire
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Citation
Allen & Meyer, 1990
Bennett and Robinson, 2000
Beehr et al., 2006
Hofstee et al., 1992
Goldberg, 1992
Donnellan, Oswald, Baird, & Lucas, 2006
Cammann, Fichman, Jenkins, & Klesh, 1979,
1983
Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985
Paulhus, Harms, Bruce, & Lysy, 2003
Meertens et al., 2008
Weber et al., 2002
Crowne & Marlowe, 1960
Paulhus, 1984
Goldberg, 1972

Items
24
19
25
44
50
20
3
5
90
7
40
33
40
12

Table 3
Big Five Alphas, Means, and Standard Deviations
Big Five Participant
Variable
alpha
M
SD
Extraversion
.91
2.92 0.92
Agreeableness
.85
3.98 0.65
Conscientiousness
.84
3.77 0.72
Neuroticism
.91
2.77 0.92
Openness
.79
3.94 0.57
N = 231

Mini IPIP Participant
alpha
M
SD
.86
2.74 1.09
.79
3.88 0.84
.75
3.71 0.72
.79
2.77 0.92
.78
3.94 0.57
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Mini IPIP Informant
alpha
M
SD
.83
3.02 1.06
.82
3.76 0.96
.75
3.67 0.93
.75
2.68 0.95
.79
3.87 0.89

Table 4
Careless Responding Indicator Correlations
Variable
1
2
3
1. Page Time
2. Big Five
.21**
Synonyms
3. Mini-IPIP
.17* .34**
Synonyms
4. Psychometric
.22** .68** .37**
Antonyms
5. Big Five
.20** .55** .21**
Consistency
6. Mini-IPIP
.26** .27** .71**
Consistency
7. Long Strings
-.08
.10
.00
**
**
8. Bogus Items
.28
.28
.38**
9. Directed
.28**
.06
.11
Response
N = 231, * p < .05; ** p < .01
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4

5

6

7

8

.53**

-

.37**

.28**

-

.12
.32**

.09
.32**

.00
.49**

.06

-

.06

.03

.25**

.00

.20**

Table 5
Chi Square of Differences in Alpha by Condition
Big Five
Variable
χ2
df
p-value
Extraversion
3.57
2
.04
Agreeableness
0.56
2
.76
Conscientiousness
7.14
2
.03
Neuroticism
3.06
2
.22
Openness
0.71
2
.70
N = 231
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χ2
3.02
0.57
4.73
0.03
1.26

Mini IPIP
df
p-value
2
.22
2
.75
2
.09
2
.98
2
.53

Table 6
Regression Results of Early vs. Late Administration of Big Five Factors Moderated by
Warnings
Factor
Main Effect
Interaction Term
2
Extraversion
R = .81, F(3, 227) = 321.21***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.07
Agreeableness

R2 = .68, F(3, 227) = 162.89***

R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 1.26

Openness

R2 = .62, F(3, 227) = 123.44***

R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 1.72

Conscientiousness R2 = .75, F(3, 227) = 231.61***

R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.71

R2 = .78, F(3, 227) = 260.43***

R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.68

Neuroticism

N = 231; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001
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Table 7
Regression Results of Self-Other Convergence Moderated by Warnings
Factor
Main Effect
Interaction Term
Extraversion
Early
R2 = .47, F(3, 227) = 66.46***
R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 1.68
Late
R2 = .52, F(3, 227) = 80.87***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 1.02
Agreeableness
Early
R2 = .36, F(3, 227) = 42.44***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.15
Late
R2 = .27, F(3, 227) = 28.23***
R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 1.50
Openness
Early
R2 = .45, F(3, 227) = 62.50***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.14
Late
R2 = .44, F(3, 227) = 60.21***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.43
Conscientiousness
Early
R2 = .47, F(3, 227) = 66.54***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.14
Late
R2 = .41, F(3, 227) = 53.42***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.12
Neuroticism
Early
R2 = .18, F(3, 227) = 16.80***
R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 0.69
Late
R2 = .22, F(3, 227) = 20.89***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.12
N = 231; Early is the Big Five items, Late is the mini-IPIP items. * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p <
.001
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Table 8
Regression Results of Personality on External Criteria Moderated by Warnings
Factor
Main Effect
Interaction Term
Extraversion on LSAT
Early
R2 = .04, F(3, 227) = 3.14*
R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 1.10
Late
R2 = .04, F(3, 227) = 3.18*
R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 1.33
Neuroticism on LSAT
Early
R2 = .16, F(3, 227) = 14.54***
R2change = .02, F(2, 225) = 2.13
Late
R2 = .15, F(3, 227) = 13.66***
R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 1.41
Neuroticism on Conflict
Early
R2 = .10, F(3, 227) = 8.47***
R2change = .00, F(2, 225) = 0.24
Late
R2 = .09, F(3, 227) = 7.23***
R2change = .01, F(2, 225) = 0.86
N = 231; Early is the Big Five items. Late is the Mini-IPIP items. LSAT = Life Satisfaction,
Conflict = Interpersonal Conflict. * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001
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Table 9
Regression Analysis for Big Five Agreeableness Predicting Interpersonal Conflict
Moderated by Warnings
Variable
Beta
t
R2
R2change
Step 1
.08
.08
Agreeableness
.29
4.43***
Benign Condition
-.04
-0.49
Severe Condition
-.02
-0.21
Step 2
.10
.02
Agreeableness
.18
1.60
Benign Condition
-.98
-2.18*
Severe Condition
.02
0.03
Agree X Benign
.98
2.11*
Agree X Severe
-.01
-0.03
N = 231; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001
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Table 10
Regression Analysis for Mini-IPIP Agreeableness Predicting Interpersonal Conflict
Moderated by Warnings
Variable
Beta
t
R2
R2change
Step 1
.06
.06
Agreeableness
.24
3.75***
Benign Condition
-.01
-0.09
Severe Condition
.01
0.16
Step 2
.09
.04
Agreeableness
.15
1.33
Benign Condition
-.80
-2.27*
Severe Condition
.16
0.46
Agree X Benign
.82
2.29*
Agree X Severe
-.15
-0.41
N = 231; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001
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Table 11
Bogus Item Flag Rate Comparison
Bogus Item

My Data

Meade & Craig, 2012

I sleep less than one hour per night

4%

10%

I have never used a computer

1%

4%

I have never brushed my teeth

2%

8%

I have been to every country in the world
7%
Note: Percent of participants that endorsed each item

7%
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Figure 1
The Relationship Between Big Five Agreeableness and Interpersonal Conflict Moderated
by Warnings.
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Figure 2
The Relationship Between Mini-IPIP Agreeableness and Interpersonal Conflict Moderated
by Warnings.
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Figure 3
The Sample Size Filter Effect
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